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A NOTE ON THE FISHERIES OF AFRICA

(prepared by FAO)

1. The importance of fisheries in contributing to the improvement of

African nutritional, economic and welfare standards-.is -increasingly •

being recognised in the continent. In recent years fishery development

has progressed rapidly and the catch of all African countries is estimated

to be five times greater at present than it was in 1938.

2O Nevertheless, in most African countries much remains to be done to

improve the equipment and the skills of those engaged in fishing, fish-

processing and fish distribution., Once these steps have been taken it

will be easier to meet the considerable need for protein in the African

diet. To the extent that it will be possible to ship surplus in excess

of domestic needs abroad, foreign exchange earnings for accelerated

development in the African economy may even become available,

3. In the following an attempt is made to discuss the African fisheries

so as to bring out the principal obstacles to the fuller realization of

Africa's fishery potential, to show what is already being done to over

come them and to point to what still remains to be done.

A. FISHERY PRODUCTION

4. Official statistics of fish catch and fish landings are not always

very reliable. (Studies have shown that even in countries with more

highly developed statistical systems, there may be a discrepancy of as

much as 50 pc:* cent between actual and recorded oatch figures). The

following statistics for Africa are therefore meant to illustrate trends

only, and not to indicate exact magnitudes.
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Fish Catchy Africa

Live weight (i.e. whole fresh weight)

(thousand metric tons)

1938 " I96I Average annual
increase (approx.)

per cent

Countries "bordering:

1, Mediterranean

2, Red Sea

3. Indian Ocean

4, Atlantic, North

5. Atlantic, Gulf of Guinea

6. Atlantic? South

100

10

35

120

75

100

150

35

125

340

240

1,250

2.0

5.5

5.5

4.5

5.0

11.5

Countries.with no sea coast

including Congo (Leopold-
60 330

Total Africa 500 ,2,470

8.0

6.0

5. The countries of the African continent at present catch about 2,5

million tons of fish per annum. As the table above shows, the countries

on the south-west Atlantic coast - Angola^ South West Africa and South

Africa - between them catch about half of this total. Their catch,

destined for a highly developed processing industry, has increased more

than 12 times since 1938 when their share of the total production of the

continent was only about one-fifth,

6. The rapid rate of increase in the catch of these three countries

since 1938, averaging 11.5 per cent per annum, contrasts with a rate of

5 per cent in the rest of Africa, where the increase was from about

400,000 tons to 1=2 million. The fishing areas in most other parts of

Africa show a fairly uniform trend? the rate of growth being 5-5 P©r

cent in the Red Sea and Indian Ocean areas, 5 per cent in the Gulf of

Guinea and 4«5 per cent on the North Atlantic coast,
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7i Two exceptions are (a) the Mediterranean area where the average

annual increase has been very email - only 1.8 per. cent, per annum,and,

(b) countries without a sea coas.ts including the Congo which has only a

very small ooastal strip, where it has been about 8 per cent.. The last-

mentioned rate does not necessarily reflect the growth in the inland

fisheries yield of the African continent} since many countries with a

sea coast also have extensive inland, fisheries. The 196I production of

countries without a sea coast was in the neighbourhood of 330,000 tons*

The total inland fisheries yield in the continent- however, was probably

well above 500,000 tons, or one-fifth of the total fish catch of Africa.

8* £he present catch situation than in the fisheries of Africa is

roughly as follows: ■ '

9» About 20 per cent is taken in inland ..waters* Of the marine fisheries*

the west ooast fisheries account for 90-95 per cent and the east coast

and the Mediterranean for only.5-10 per cent. Again, of the west coast

fisheries, the three southernmost countries take two-thirds of the

catches; the remaining third is taken by the countries of the Gulf of

Guinea and the Atlantic north coast,,

B. FISHERY JEVELOPMEM1 ■ . .■ ...

(a) Mediterranean, Red Sea, and east coast fisheries

10, The regional fisheries show considerable differences in potential

yie'ia :a's well as state of development. On the east ooast 'and in the

Mediterranean, for instance, it is generally believed that,' even "if *

fishing- methods and equipment ;<rere -greatly improved, catches would only

be increased to a irodest extente

(i) East ooast

The narrowness of the continental shelf has greatly handi- '

. capped.the development of demersal fisheries. Fishing is

„ ,mainly for subsistence purposes and conducted with unpowered

...;■•-. primitive craft;, and simpl© gear and methods used in inshore

fishings There is, howevert- undoubtedly some scope for im

provement of the present small:scale operations- and this
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. should lead to a modest increase in landings and a bettering

of the economic position of the coastal fishing population.; , '

This applies also to the fisheries of Madagascar. Although

: there are no off-shore fisheries "based on the east African

coast, Japanese and Taiwanese tuna longlining vessels have

; . x been operating in the Indian Ocean between the Seychelles and

,: . Madagascar. In connexion with the International Indian Ooean :

■ ■ Expedition some oceanographic studies are at present being

■ ■•". ■ done on. the African east coast. These studies will in the . '

. long run be. useful for an understanding of the fishery, resources,

but in the meantime direct assessment of the fish stocks ac— ,

cessible to the countries in this region is urgently needed.

(ii) Mediterranean and Red Sea

■. As on the east coast,in the countries bordering the Mediter-*

ranean and Red Sea area improvements in fishing gear and methods

can be effected with similar beneficial results. Since the

Mediterranean seems to be relatively fish-poor, however, a«y.

resulting catch increase will probably be more modest.

(b) West ooast fisheries

11. On the west coast it would seem that catches are thought to be

capable of considerable increase. The two main currents of this coast '■

are rich in fish. The Benguela current flows northwards along the ooast

of South Africa, South West Africa, and Angola; the Canary current flows

south along the coast of Morocco, Mauritania and Senegal. The principal .

factor limiting development here is lack of skills and equipment in the

fishing sector rather than fish availability, . '. ,

(i) South-west

The upwellings of, the Benguela current provide the neces

sary nutrients for large stocks of fish,, particularly pelagic

, fish, such as sardine, mackerel and maasbanker, Angola, South—

.West Africa and South Africa have taken advantage of their

proximity to these very rich fishing grounds to establish
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highly developed fishing and fish processing industries. The

bulk of the fish caught by these countries is reduoed.to fiBh

meal, unlike in xhs other countries of Africa where the produc

tion is destined predominantly for human consumption.

' (**) Gulf of Guinoa . . . .

■ Further north' in the Gulf of Guinea; upwellings of deep water

occur only on the coast of Ghana and further outto'sei at the

boundary'between the Guinea and 'the counter—eqtiatorial ourrents,

-In'these areas there are quite large sardine and tuna stocks

but elsewhere the waters of the Gulf of Guinea are relatively

poor iu nutr.....nts uid pelagic ..ish crc nu; 130 abundant. In

addition, the continental shelf is narrow so that'there is

'■only limited scops for developing demsrsal fisheries.

(o) fforth west

12. The Canary current like the Beneguela current.is thought to have

rich stocks of pelagic fish (sardine,, tuna) which are still not fully

exploited.: There are apparently also considerable stocks cf demersal

fish, such as hake and bream, on.the Mauritania,i sLelf. These waters have

been attracting inoreecing interest from several ncn—.!.fricr.n countries

in recent years. Portuguese, Spanish, Greek. Israsli> Italian and

Japanese freezer trawlers as well as TTG3H and Polish factory ships

operate at various points off the coast from Morocco to the Gulf of

Guinea. Several other countries have also started or are preparing

exploratory or. commercial ventures in these waterse Statistical data are

few, but there may well be a danger^ now cr in the near future, not, per

haps,, of overfishing, but of reduction of stocks so that production per

unit input becomes uneconomically low,

13« Nevertheless, the gap between actual and estimated potential oatches

is greatest for the African oountiies adjacent to these stocks. From

the standpoint of these countries, it is of great importance that their

fishing industries be developed as quickly as possible so that full

advantage oan be taken of
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C. THE SCOPE FOR FISHERY DEVELOPMENT

(a) Increasing production

14. If development possibilities are to "be assessed realistically and

as a "basis for rational exploitation of the resources, more fishery invest

igation and research should "be carried out all over' Africa, ■ In some parts

of the region resource research has "been carried en steadily? though on

A ' small scale, for many yearsj elsewhere very little has "been

done. Where marine and freahwater research ha3 "been conducted

in the past it has often teen lacking in ccitinuity or has not

been specifically oriented to the solution of the fishery problems. Much

has yet to be learnt about the extent of the resources that could be

economically exploited. This will involve expansion of biological research,

including scientific prospecting for fish in waters as yet little explored.

At the same time, additional experimental fishing is necessary to help

in the choice of methods most suitable for harvesting, and in the few

places where overfishing is already a problem, more research is needed

to provide the basis for regulation and conservation. Finally, resource

research should be integrated with technological and economic studies

required for the improvement of processing and marketing methods and fish

ing practices.

15. Much of what is to be done can obviously best be done in close co

operation among the countries concerned. This is being increasingly

recognized. Thus, at present comprehensive programme of surveys of both

pelagic and ground fish stocks in the Gulf of Guinea, together with neces

sary environmental studies are being carried out with assistance from

bilateral agencies, by the member countries of the IOC and of CCTA/CSA

with FAO participation. FAO with the help of the United Nations Special

Fund is establishing projects in the region (for instance, in Nigeria),

which are expected to make a substantial contribution to the work,

16. In most of Africa indications are that production could be consider

ably increased without any appreciable depletion of the resources. As

already mentioned, on the west coast there are rich stocks of pelagic

fish which so far have remained largely untapped.



17r •-Fishing..of pelagic ^tqcks on the west coast is likely to develop
'*"■" ' ■■ ' "■ --■■'-- v: '■ ■:.■'!••■'■'■ -i ■ ^■:.:.:x:'C,:'- ■■-. ■ .-.:.,r't. ; : :..\?. To <> .:.:■-.

two

■!Qeea:iiie-fishing fry

V3h-ii>s:-.'or-1m6th'er:vships "sii

Land-"based: ifashiiiif;-.if^ia-''^^•itan/'States;vi.t.b-&r .-^.-th

e.T^bae. capital, out~

boa.±.s,:ta;replace

,^ ^a^f.our^ and shore

facilities j exploratory and experimental fishingj' ^r.aan&nrf Of
;,;-,:!■■">,:;■: . -(;.r■.:■,■' \Ki --f;. i.r^-_- r}ii-?T- r^ t - fr,- - jk,.-.,.-.;, .■> .its.f ■ .■.■.._,,..,/ ;" "■; V: „-X,

M'a^'-r .•rh-iBersQnnel in managerial, and technical skills; product Stf^rolop

v ■',-.!- .. . iaen-t-nrimar"l7v for African ^onevrmticn "but also for eipoTt; "

18. Encouraging fisheries de^l.aBitt^^f^re..^g® r^i^.^-^ce ;in, seyera18. Encouraging fisheries de^al.Qjitt^'i^-^re^a^-s^? --^kin&^^ace ^inj seyeral

West African,countries wherepriyste business and? in some Instances,

governments are pioneering the introilUbtian"of'Thddef^

Assistance'is being given \iy bilateral-aid agencies1 from'a number of coun

tries and'in'many cases ■'"PiO- is also "feeing asltedHo fcelgv! 'BUt; jn.-tmost;

cases, the need" is for eb^prehensive development schemes■ inWi'Ving e.xpert

assistance in many fifelds from- biology to iacrketingy provioipn' for :train^

ing local people on a large" s'c'alb' and substantial, capital .funds.;- ..Only

in a few cases aresueh hcheiaes being1 introduced^ sometimes in conjunc

tion with ^AO/tlnited Nations ^pecxal-Fund projects, as for ins.tancQ, in

Nigeria,- * , ■' "; ' .;'".".■ ■ ' ■ •>■ m-....■■■ \ \

19, Inland fishing in lakes-, srampe, risers and ponds which might produce

about 'the same'"'quantity' of fish' as the: -sea fieheries,: is like,lyvtp ..develop

further with the conduot of additional invest!gatiQ.ils of individual: water

bodies, and-with the .gradxial adoption of .new-act-hods and-Qf improved .fish

ings gear, .and,particularly with the improvement of distributiqn-;and market-

■:- ^ro"bat>ly'-the greatest, single, improvement in; recent years in inland

tias been .*he, in.troduc1;ioAi,of.v. nylon an^ other synthetic fibres

for making nets. Thio is al^dy roil ^?.vn.v-ced :!n, East Africa, the Congo

basin and some other places.
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20. In some countries inland fisheries work is being carried out with

assistance extended by FAO, e.g. in East Africa and Nigeria, where

experts have helped in .carrying .out surveys and in conducting experi

mental fishing on several of the major lakes, and also have advised

oh improved management of lakes and rivers and in the promotion of fish

culture.

21. Much remains to he done in this field and some governments have

already requested FAO assistance. Plans are under way, among other

things, for the establishment of a fisheries development organization

at Lake Kariba in the Federation of Rhodesia and Hyasaland under FAO/

United Nations Special Fund arrangements,

'(v) Marketing of fisheries products

22. Probably the most important obstacle to further development of the

fisheries in tropical Africa are the difficulties in marketing the product.

.Th^e difficulties are partly technical, partly institutional and economic,

and partly a matter of habit and custom. So far, only few countries have

made plans to improve facilities for transport, storage and marketing in

their general programmes for increasing fishing production. The re-

organization of the'fish marketing system in Ghana and measures to improve

processing methods in Senegal,'Nigeria and in various countries of.East

Africa,, can be cited as examples of successful action.

23* . Some of this work has again bee-n accomplished with the .assistance

-of FAO .experts. In Uganda the recommendations of one of these experts

have led, among other things, to the implementation'of the following

projects* . .... . ■ . . . . . ■ . ■
■•.]■'.-■. ■ • < ' ■

• .,(i)- . Construction of access roads to hitherto inacces-sibl? landing

places, on lake, .shores and the. subsequent .establishment of

■ , , prosperous -fAshing Qommunit.ies. 5

(ii). -Gpnet:ruc-Uo.n of.a sh^ for fish landings from Lake

Victoria near Entebbe; .

(iii) Organization of a ferry service across Lake Albert*
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(It) Promotion of the building of dried fish storage facilities,

where needed}1 ■. - . ....

(v) Establishment of well organized markets with wholesale and. , ..,.

: "■■ ' retail distribution facilities in consuming centres; , .

(vi) Extension of an existing loan scheme to fisheries, "1; !-

All these have contributed to both better supplies for consumers and

better incomes for fishermen, .■..:::.- ■ , .'=■.■,

24. Fish'consumption patterns are remarkably similar throughout most _

of "the vast area of Africa. Apart from fresh fish, smoked and dried

fish are generally appreciated most. Smoked and dried fish is: well. ,. ,.

suited for distribution, since they do not require elaborate storage

and transportation facilities.;. Generally,' the fish is .smoked.in simple-

open pits and huts by the fishermen themselves or.by dealers near the

place .of capture. One of the most serious problems requiring further

study is. insect, infestation. ,:JIn some locations_ where the climate is very

humid during fishing season, indoor drying.or smoking by means of kilns

may prove practicable, ..-■':.■■. r:L ■.-,■■■.■-. :

25, Not only does the African market have quality requirements which

differ,from those obtaining in other areas but consumer preferences also

may -not. be the same and the African buyer may prefer tastes and flavours

which would'be. rejected elsewhere. For instance, strongly flavoured dried

fish is often, used to make less tasty foods more palatable and the demand

for it may not be easily transferred to otherwise processed or fresh fish.

26, In some majo* ...population. ..centres .icing and cold storage of fish is

coming,into use on a-small scale but consumption of frozen fish is still

largely confined to very ;small segments of the population.

27, 'Modest Quantities of canned'aeafdod are also imported. Some are

luxury^itSms' bM:'others: are^consuitied^by a/fairly broad segment,of ^the . ,

casn-earning population^ There may be scope;for a canning, industry,

particularly on th6 Kest;coasty'but it should bekeptin mind that such

canning plants would: have to compete with imports.from Highly competitive

foreign industries, ■ . ■ < ■■ ■ . - : . , ■-.
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28» The inadequacies of the present methods of marketing are largely

responsible for the fact that great numbers of the people of Africa who

are badly in need of protein eat no fish at all because of non-availability

or irregularity of supplies at consumer centres. These are due to trans

portation problems, inefficient organization of markets, prices which the

people cannot afford to pay* lack of familiarity with the products, as ,

well as taboos and similar restrictions.

29, Present marketing methods are also partly, responsible for .the vast^-

amount of product wastage, due to inadequate packing, careless and fre

quent handling, and the long time-period before sale.

30. In West and Central Africa, for instance, organizational factors

make it difficult to extend the system of distribution along economic

lines. The 'mammy' system, which involves a large number of traders

each with a small turnover, may in some cases be well-suited for direct

producer-consumer distribution over small distances, but where longer-

distances are involved a true wholesale market is necessary which will

ensure low-cost bulk transport between oentralized gathering and dispersal

points,

31, Another example of unsatisfactory organization in regional markets

is the "coaxer" .system in the Sudanese Republic. Here fish goes through

the hands of a chain of middlemen, the "coaxers", who enter marketing

..channels at various stages of processing, handling and retailing, before-

it reaches the consumer.

32. Reformation of such unsatisfactory market structures will often

require the establishment of some form of centralized market in which

sellers and buyers have an opportunity to negotiate on approximately

even terms. Experience with the FAO Technical Assistance-Programme,

i.e. in connexion with the establishment of a new wholesale market at

Takoradi, Ghana, has shown that significant improvements can sometimes

be achieved after a relatively short period. With the creation of

organized markets and progress in education and training of fishermen, .

efforts to introduce co-operative enterprise, too, will be greatly :
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facilitated. At present,: action in this field Is still severe*!^ handi

capped in much of the: region for want of- business experience of the

potential fishermen-members and for lack of funds for the employment of

trained staff to guide operations.of co-operative enterprises,

33. Progress on the lines suggested above is likely to result in more

ample supplies and lower prices to the African consumers. However, if

fish is to: be: used on a significant scale to combat protein deficiencies

it would have to take the form of a very cheap product (cheaper even than

dried or smoked fish) that can be distributed' with the greatest ease.

Pish meal and fish protein concentrate in various forms'can help to meet

this need. Experiments with such products for supplying protein have al

ready been made in a number of countries. Hew fish products are not easily

accepted by consumers with little knowledge of the mrfcritive value of fish

and of its importance for health. The FAO International Meeting on Fish

Meal, in March 1961, therefore recommended that governments, international

organizatibns and the industry co-operate in conducting large-scale ac

ceptability tests'and promotion campaigns for fish meal and fish protein

oonoentrates. This reoommendation has particular relevance to-the African

situation. It is hoped to organize pilot.programmes of this nature in

.one or two.African countries as part of the PAO-Freedom From Hunger

Campaign.

(0) Fisheries training'and extension

34» As with processing and marketing, fisheries extensipn:and training

has so far received little attention. Producers and distributors, to

become more effioient5 need not only better facilities, but at least

'as urgently, greater skills. ■■■' :

35* Not only does the fisherman himself have no knowledge of modern

and efficient methods of production, but there are few in a position to

assist him in acquiring knowledge and skills.. Accelerated economic and

social development in fisheries as in other sectors requires, therefore,

first of allj that cadres of ireohnica.l administrators and field staff be

trained. Fishery staff is needed, not only for supervisory and exten

sion work, but also for assistance in the establishment of an efficient

organization for production and distribution.
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36. The essential taks of training Africans in all aspects of fisheries

research and fisheries operations can "best "be accomplished in two stages.

First priority should be given to the training of technically competent

administrators. The latter eventually will have to train field staffs

who, in turn, will carry out extension work and "be in direct contact with

fishermen, market agents and consumers. The key men are the headquarters

people doing supervisory work in fishery technology, biology and economics.

Such personnel is inclined to leave the government for more remunerative

employ, and incentives, therefore, are needed to retain their loyalty to

fisheries. At this stage, international help may be provided, e.g. through

the organization of regional training centres to train instructors to be

employed in national training programmes for field staff. Fellowships

for specialized study in neighbouring countries or abroad should also

be available. The effectiveness of international help for this -purpose

was demonstrated by an FAO Training Centre on Fishery Surveys organized

with the co-operation of the Government of Tanganyika in 1959 and attended

by fishery officers from many African countries.

37« Vocational training of fishermen, boat builders, etc. is best under

taken by the national field staff under the guidance of specialists in

the fishery administration and where needed with the assistance of experts

from abroad. This should include instructions in the building, operation

and maintenance of craft and gear- Fishermen, as well as fish processing

workers and others, can benefit from courses in processing, handling and

marketing of fishery products. Another useful method of training fisheries

workers would be by arranging visits on an inter—regional basis.

38. Research, personnel with highly specialized skills in oceanography,

biology, boat design and technological laboratory procedures will have

to be trained abroad for some time to come. Routine operations in these

fields, however, can easily be taught at training courses of a relatively

short duration organized on a regional or a national basis.

D. CONCLUSIONS

39» As noted above, the fisheries of Africa offer special opportunities

for meeting one of the critical nutritional shortages in the regions
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that of protective foods.. Besides; they can make a substantial contribu

tion to raising .incomes in certain areas.

40. To make better use of the fisheries-resources and to -increase.produc

tion substantially requires government initiative at various' stages as

well as- capital and improvement of skills, Investigations of resources

as well as experiments with harvesting are necessary, but to be effective

they-should form part of comprehensive shcemes for the development of

■ fishery industries/which must mak§ provision for improvement- of technical

skills as well as the supply of capital. The place of government in'

fisheries development was discussed in a recent FAO Seminar on Develop- '

ment Planning and Administration held at Accra.in I963... Special op

portunities would seem to exist on the west coast .of Africa, where fish '.'

resources appear to be exceptionally abundant, and in the inland fisheries

which,are capable of increasing their already substantial yields, \

41• 'The:most serious obstacles to immediate development over most of

Africa-are marketing difficulties - technical, institutional, economic

or social., Some of these can be solved fairly readily, for instance,

through the supply of essential marketing facilities or reform of un

satisfactory market structures*

42. To combat malnutrition on a largo scale there is need for a very

cheap animal protein concentrate, and fish meals and fish protein concen

trate in various forms hold out much promise, Further product develop

ment combined with large-scale acceptability tests and promotion campaigns

should be uidertaken as a matter of urgency, These might well lead to

substantial improvements in the diet of particularly vulnerable groups

in a comparatively short time*

43. Training and extension work are as basic to fisheries development

as they are to agriculture. The formation of technical competent

administrators of fisheries yhould raoeive high priority in every fisheries

development programme. They will train field staff, who, in turn, can

instruct fishermen, boat buiJders and others. Help is needed from abroad

in such training and extension work as well as in the more specialized

training of necessary research and laboratory personnel*
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44» Various national and international organizations are available to

help developing countries to improve their economic and nutritional

standards* FAO, for instance? nan assist in establishing a fisheries

programme or in training fishermen, fishing—boat builders, fishery

scientists, processors and marketers. The purpose of such aid is to help

ensure that viable modern fishery industries are established which will

evcn+urXLy be able to develop without outside help* As already mentioned

African countries may be assisted by individual experts working in separate

branches of fisheries or by a team of experts working together to co

ordinate and develop uniformly the various branches.

45* ■ Ehe type of aid given will depend on the particular situation in the

fisheries of each country. But the initiative must come from the country

itself +.o formulate a request either for assistance in one aspect of their

fishery programme or for help in formulating such a programme. It is

important, therefore, that African countries recognize the significance

of the fishery resources on their coasts and in their inland waters, for

improving the diet and the living standards of their people.


